
__0__ she
upos=PRON
lemma=she

love
upos=VERB
lemma=love

TokenType=Root

-s
upos=PRON
lemma=-s

TokenType=InfAff

potato
upos=NOUN
lemma=potato
TokenType=Root

-es
upos=DET
lemma=-s

TokenType=InfAff

subj subj/m det/m
root comp:obj
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We propose mSUD 
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mSUD_Chinese-Beginner

mSUD_Chinese-PatentChar

Other treebanks are built in mSUD (IGT based)
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mSUD SUD
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mSUD analysis of the English adverb fiendishly

fiend
upos=NOUN
lemma=fiend

TokenType=Root

-ish
upos=X

lemma=-ish
DerPos=ADJ

TokenType=DerAff

-ly
upos=X
lemma=-ly
DerPos=ADV

TokenType=DerAff

comp/m comp/m

mSUD analysis of the English adjective unreadable

un-
upos=X

lemma=un-
DerPos=ADJ

TokenType=DerAff

read
upos=VERB
lemma=read

TokenType=Root

-able
upos=SCONJ
lemma=-able
DerPos=ADJ

TokenType=DerAff

comp/m
comp/m

Derivation

Composition

Inflection

fine roots as the central lexical part of a word to
which components like a�xes attach.4

However, transitioning from mUD to UD poses
challenges, as explained in (Kahane et al., 2021),
where a morph-based treebank for Beja has been
converted into a word-based treebank. To address
these di�culties, we introduce mSUD, a morph-
based version of SUD (Surface-syntactic UD). In
mSUD, the designation of heads is steered by dis-
tributional criteria, frequently giving precedence to
a�xes over roots. We further elaborate on the pro-
cess of converting mSUD to both SUD and UD
within this paper.

We do not advocate for the universal adoption
of morphological level annotation across all lan-
guages or treebanks. For certain languages, such
as polysynthetic or agglutinative languages and
those without a written tradition, a morphological
approach is almost indispensable. For others, such
as Chinese or Japanese, we demonstrate that mor-
phological annotation o�ers an e�cient strategy to
navigate the complexities of word-level tokenization
where clear delineations are not always apparent.

While the principles of mSUD, detailed later in
this paper, could technically be applied to lan-
guages like English (and we demonstrate this with
select examples), the benefits might not justify the
e�ort required. Our central proposition is that each
language—or even each individual treebank—has
the flexibility to embrace an mSUD-style analysis,
while still maintaining compatibility with prevalent
word-level frameworks like UD or SUD through an
automatic conversion process.

2. Related works

The question of annotation at some subword level
has been discussed in many previous studies (see
Gross 2010 for a first attempt). We focus here on
the main discussions on this topic in the context of
the Universal Dependencies project and we men-
tion several treebanks implementing some subword
analysis.

Yupik, a polysynthetic language prevalent in
Alaska and the Chukotka region of Russia, is char-
acterized by its intricate morphology. In some in-
stances, words can encompass up to seven deriva-
tional morphemes. An illustrative sentence from
the UD_Yupik-SLI treebank demonstrates this lin-
guistic phenomenon. In sentence (1), the entirety
of its information, barring the concluding period, is
encapsulated in just one token, when interpreted
using the UD guidelines.

4It is crucial to clarify that by root, we are referring to
the core segment of a word. This definition is distinct
from the root that denotes the head of a sentence.

(1) Mangteghaghllangllaghyugtukut.

house-big-to.make-to.want.to-IND.INTR-1PL
‘We want to make a big house.’

Yet, the prevailing UD annotation by (Park et al.,
2021) adopts a semblance of the mUD analytical
approach. The elongated orthographic word is seg-
mented into six distinct subunits (refer to Figure 1).
This syntactic dissection employs traditional UD
relations such as nmod, obj, and xcomp. Further-
more, it introduces the specific relation dep:infl

designated for inflectional su�xes.
An alternate version of the treebank, automati-

cally produced, adhering strictly to UD guidelines,
can be accessed in the not-to-release direc-
tory of the associated GitHub repository.

In (Kahane et al., 2021), a treebank for Beja is
presented. The Beja language does not have a writ-
ing tradition and the treebank is built from already
existing IGT. The annotation at the morphological
level is then more natural. The corpus is annotated
in the SUD framework with a morph-level tokenisa-
tion and, like for the Yupik language, an automatic
conversion is used to produce a version which fol-
lows UD requirements.

In a previous study (Li et al., 2019), an attempt
was made to enhance four Chinese UD treebanks
with morphological information through manual
annotation and rule-based methods. The parser
trained on these character-level treebanks demon-
strated state-of-the-art performance. Subsequently,
in a more recent work (Li, 2023), a character-level
Chinese patent treebank, manually annotated and
consisting of 100 sentences with five types of inter-
character relations, was introduced. Additionally,
this treebank was converted into a conventional UD
format at the word-level.

A similar problem arises for Japanese that has
no obvious word boundaries as it uses a scrip-

tio continua, without whitespace, just like Chinese.
The Japanese UD project struggles to apply the
general UD annotation guide to their language and
at the same time attempts to foster di�erent de-
mands towards the annotation standard by con-
sidering three levels of word segmentation: Short
Unit Word (SUW), Long Unit Word (LUW), and bun-

setsu. “SUW is a minimal language unit that has a
morphological function. SUW almost always corre-
sponds to an entry in traditional Japanese dictionar-
ies.” (Tanaka et al., 2016). SUWs can be detected
by parsers based on morphological dictionaries.
Combining compound nouns and light verb con-
structions into a single token gives LUW, whereas
case markers and inflectional a�xes remain sepa-
rate tokens on this level. On the other end of the
segmentation options is the bunsetsu, a unit that
includes all of its clitics and a�xes.

The Japanese tokenization within the UD project
is notable for its exceptional approach, particularly

Figure 1: The UD analysis of sentence (1)

1 2 2.1 3
Нэмыӄэй ныманэванԓясӄэвӄэнат манэ .
neməqej nəmanewanɬasqewqenat mane .
also they came to ask for money money .
ADV VERB NOUN PUNCT

advmod
punct

objadvmod
punct

root

Figure 4: Dependency tree for the sentence in Figure 5. The enhanced representation is shown in grey. As for morphological
features, the verb is marked with a feature Incorporated[obj]=Yes and a feature Valency=1 to indicate the intransitive
nature of the verb. The incorporated noun in the enhanced representation receives the feature Incorporated=Yes.

1. Null nodes for elided predicates

2. Propagation of conjuncts

3. Additional subject relations for control and raising constructions

4. Coreference in relative clause constructions

5. Modifier labels that contain the preposition or other case-marking information

We propose extending the guidelines for the enhanced representation to allow additional nodes for core
arguments of predicates, which are expressed via incorporation of lexical material.9 Note that these are not
strictly null nodes— such as those used for elided predicates— as they could only be permitted to represent
incorporated lexical material, which by its nature is not null. This would allow the annotation of trees such
as that in Figure 4 where the incorporated object becomes a node in the enhanced graph.
In an outward sense, the annotation of incorporation has some relation to the annotation of pro-drop

languages, where arguments required by the predicate may not have any form in the syntax and only appear
as agreement markers on the verb. However in one important sense it differs in that while for pro-drop
languages the potential list of pronouns is from a finite set and can often be inferred mechanically from the
verbal agreement, with incorporation the arguments are not a finite set and, barring additional annotation,
cannot be recovered from the predicate.

4 Case study
In order to test our proposed annotation guidelines, we decided to approach a particular language, Chukchi.
Chukchi (ISO-639-3: ckt) is a highly endangered and polysynthetic language spoken in the sparsely-
populated Chukotka Autonomous Okrug in the far north east of the Russian Federation. The total pop-
ulation of Chukotka was 50,526 in 2010. According to the 2010 census it was spoken by 5,095 people,
or around a third of the ethnic population. Today most speakers are over the age of 50, and, even by the
1990s intergenerational transmission had been disrupted (Dunn, 1999). The language exhibits polypersonal
agreement, ergative–absolutive alignment, and a subject–object–verb basic word order in transitive clauses.
The language is severely under-resourced and there has been very little computational work on this lan-
guage. We are only aware of a description of a finite-state morphological analyser (Andriyanets and Tyers,
2018). There have been a number of theoretical and descriptive linguistic works on noun incorporation in
Chukchi, including Spencer (1995) who gives a general overview and Polinsky (1990) who covers subject
incorporation.
We used the Amguema corpus, available through the «Chuklang»10 site, which is a corpus of spoken

Chukchi in the Amguema variant. The corpus consists of both audio recordings and transcriptions with
glosses and translations in Russian and English. There are a total of 65 texts, most of which are elicited

9This is the most conservative variant of our proposal, the most essential part. We also think it is worth opening up a discus-
sion about null nodes for core arguments expressed morphologically, such as subject and object in languages with polypersonal
agreement.

10https://chuklang.ru/

Figure 2: Annotation example for Chukchi (taken
from Tyers and Mishchenkova)

when compared to the analyses of other agglutina-
tive languages. It utilizes morphs, without morpho-
logical features, as its fundamental units, thereby
contravening UD’s Tokenization and Word Seg-
mentation guidelines, which state: “morphological
features are encoded as properties of words and
there is no attempt at segmenting words into mor-
phemes.” A recent proposal by Taguchi and Chi-
ang (2023) advocates reassessing how Japanese
treebanks’ morph combinations align with UD’s to-
kenization standards. The proposal introduces two
new levels of morph combination to accommodate
the distinctive nature of Japanese verbal inflection,
which is more fusional, in contrast to its less syn-
thetic case marking.

These challenges highlight that the determina-
tion of word boundaries operates independently
and is orthogonal to the process of dependency
annotation.

For some languages, previous studies have pro-
posed to have a partial annotation of the morpho-
logical level. This is the case in Chukchi and in
Turkish.

For Chukchi, a polysynthetic language, Tyers and
Mishchenkova (2020) are specifically interested
into the annotation of noun incorporation. When a
noun is incorporated in a complex morphological
compound in which it plays the role of an object
of a verb of the same compound, making the ob-
ject relation explicit is important to account for the
semantics of the construction. Hence, they pro-
pose an encoding (see Figure 2) where both the
full compound (token 2) and the extracted noun
(token 2.1) are represented (but not the other parts

of the compound). For this, they misuse enhanced
dependencies to encode a two-layer annotation in
a context that does not correspond to the intended
use of enhanced dependencies.

For the Turkish language, Çöltekin (2016) ex-
plains that in some examples, it is di�cult to avoid
annotation at a subword level. They give exam-
ple (2), in which the second token, arabadakiler,
stands for two entities carrying di�erent inflections.
Following current UD word conventions, it is im-
possible to have a sensible annotation because
the ADJ Mavi refers only to the sub-word arabada

whereas the subject of the verb uyu is the subword
kiler. Çöltekin proposes to have a partial annota-
tion at the subword level: a word is split into smaller
pieces (named inflectional groups in Turkish litera-
ture) only if “(a) Parts of the word may have poten-
tially conflicting inflectional features” or “(b) Parts
of the word may participate in di�erent syntactic
relations.” If none of these conditions are met, the
annotation is kept at the word level.

(2) Mavi

Blue
arabadakiler

car.LOC-ki.PL
uyuyorlar

sleep.PROG.1P
‘The ones in the blue car are sleeping.’

3. Annotation at the morph level

3.1. Morph level

We have seen in the previous sections that there
are several motivations for annotating structure be-
low the word level. The di�erent papers mentioned
above propose several ways of encoding syntactic
relations within a word. We propose here a com-
mon way to unify these di�erent proposals.

Our proposal is then to provide the annotation
at the morphological level and, from this first an-
notation, to automatically generate the syntactic
word level annotation expected in the UD or SUD
framework. We call this annotation mUD or mSUD
to explicitly place it at a di�erent level.

Concerning SUD, the main di�erences in mSUD
(note that the di�erences between UD and mUD
are similar) are as follows:

• In mSUD, there are two types of dependency
relations: relations between syntactic words
(noted as in regular SUD) and relations at the

语
upos=NOUN
CpdPos=NOUN
Gloss=speech
TokenType=Root

言
upos=NOUN

Gloss=language
TokenType=Root

conj/m

大
upos=ADJ
Gloss=big

TokenType=Root

学
upos=NOUN
CpdPos=NOUN
Gloss=school

TokenType=Root

mod/m

制
upos=VERB
CpdPos=VERB
Gloss=to_control
TokenType=Root

动
upos=VERB

Gloss=to_move
TokenType=Root

comp/m

(yǔ yán) ’language’, lit. speech language (dà xué) ‘university’, lit. big school (zhì dòng) ‘brake’, lit. (to) control (to) move 

comp/m: predicate-complement relationsconj/m: Two roots from the same 
syntactic and semantic class mod/m: Modifier-head relation between two roots 

a derivational affix is the head 
it controls the distribution of the combination Derivational paths are encoded

Inflectional affixes are dependents for agreement 
(no change of the distribution) 

complicat
upos=VERB

lemma=complicate
TokenType=Root

-ed
upos=AUX
lemma=-ed

TokenType=InflAff

comp:aux/m mar
upos=NOUN
lemma=mare

TokenType=Root

-ibus
upos=ADP
lemma=-ibus
Case=Dat
Number=Plur

TokenType=InflAff

comp:obj/m

Inflectional affixes which control the distribution of the word 
govern the root (e.g. TAME affixes and case markers)

Examples

Mangtegha
upos=NOUN

lemma=mangtegha
Gloss=house

TokenType=Root

-ghlla
upos=X

lemma=-ghllag
DerPos=NOUN
Gloss=big-N

TokenType=DerAff

-ngllagh
upos=X

lemma=-ngllagh
DerPos=VERB
Gloss=to-make-N
TokenType=DerAff

-yug
upos=X

lemma=-fyug
DerPos=VERB

Gloss=to-want-to-V
TokenType=DerAff

-tu
upos=AUX
lemma=-tu
Mood=Ind
Subcat=Intr

TokenType=InfAff

-kut
upos=PRON
lemma=-kut

Number[subj]=Plur
Person[subj]=1
TokenType=InfAff

.
upos=PUNCT
lemma=.
Analysis=.

TokenType=Punct

comp/m comp/m comp/m comp/m subj/m
punct

Mavi
upos=ADJ
lemma=mavi

arabada
upos=NOUN
lemma=araba
Case=Loc

Number=Sing

-kiler
upos=NOUN
lemma=-ki
Case=Nom
Number=Plur

uyuyorlar
upos=VERB
lemma=uyu
Number=Plur

mod mod/m subj

Turkish inflectional groups (Çöltekin, 2016)
Yupik Polysynthetic example (Park et al., 2021)
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